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Setting and Challenges
• Large public university with disaggregated and uncoordinated 

student outcomes assessment activities
– Redundancy in campus data collection efforts
– Negative impacts on response rates
– Variable quality of policy analysis and survey design
– Committee duplication and waste

• Benchmarking limited by lack of participation in national student 
survey assessment programs
– Home grown instruments with powerful clients resistant to changes

• “Territorial” Issues  
– Domains

• Faculty:  Assessment of Learning
• Student Affairs:  Assessment of Student Development
• IR:  Policy Analysis, Strategic Planning and Database Management and 

Methods
• Senior Management:  Institutional Metrics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not efficient use of resources (money, time, people)—wanted plan to leverage resources, time.Challenges: IR vs. Assessment Alike in many ways, both applied research (i.e. research focused on making an impact/change) Different also: IR often has not had the closure of the “loop”, gathering evidence of the change and using that information for further improvement/changes Generally IR talking about institutional assessment not classroom assessmentShould IR coordinate assessment?  Work in conjunction with assessment?  Depends on the structure of the institution and the history/political realities.   Talk about in more depth, solution section regarding office structures.



Solutions
• Created Survey Research Advisory Committee

– Major campus constituencies represented
– Members represent survey stakeholders and financial backers
– Vehicle to both focus analysis on important campus policy issues 

and ensure results included in campus planning metrics 
– Sufficient power among members to help with “Territorial Wars”

• Develop Survey Research Plan
– Easily accessible—Light on research jargon given broad audience
– Emphasis on survey justification and consolidation/coordination
– Emphasis/justification for longitudinal data collection and 

benchmarking
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Presentation Notes
Focus on a high level (institutional level) big picture, need authority set first and then work down.Morphed from NSSE advisory committee (fall of 2007) first NSSE administration in 2008IREquity and DiversityAcademic AffairsStudent AffairsFaculty AffairsInterested Faculty membersCenter for Teaching and LearningLeadership & engagement programsFirst-year programsITOMSBenchmarking: existing data sharing consortiums/new ones-SERUNew exchanges: alumni data within AAUDE



Solutions (cont.)
• Participate in National Student Assessment Survey Projects

– Benchmarking/consortium participation
– Identify projects with maximal peer group participation
– Ensure campus specific optional questions

• Simultaneous analysis of local policy issues/concerns
• Ability to incorporate “Competing “campus surveys /program 

needs
– Ensure ability to identify respondents for merging with campus 

databases
– Provides well written and presentable reports
– National projects moving to census data collection allowing IR to 

provide departmental level program assessments
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Presentation Notes
—benefits include:Benchmarking provides a significant additional source of meaning to the results (i.e., where do we stand relative to our peers, aspirational peers, etc.)Reducing administrative burden—more time for analysis and research, let’s take a closer look at the SERU—see how it meets our overall student assessment design.



Transforming the U: Framework
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Presentation Notes
Big picture:Today’s session hits upon several areas in our transformational framework as laid out in our five pillar graphic:	Important that you make sure the plan and approach matches up with overall mission and valuesMission: Extraordinary education—are we providing it to undergraduates?Students: Educate, challenge and graduate outstanding students -- 	What do our students tell us about the level of challenge and quality of education? Are our graduates becoming life long learners, leaders and global citizens?Exceptional organization: known as the best among our peersFoundations:  cultivate international learning; build diverse community—what indicators do we have that suggest we have achieved these foundations?



Critical metrics/measures
• Retention/graduation rates
• Satisfaction levels
• Participation in “experiential” learning 

experiences
• Learning and development outcomes—

assessment issues
• Inclination to recommend UMNTC to others 
• Alumni success factors
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Presentation Notes
Ron: Student Outcomes is broadly definedSatisfaction:Advising and career supportQuality of instructionSense of community and support within the UMNTC environmentExperiential:Study abroad, internships, service learning, student government/leadershipData is collected to meet many needs: Internal usage; program review and policy developmentExternal: accountability; e.g. VSA, state, federal, parents & students



UM Student Based Management 
Information System

• Integration and coordination of survey work
• Linking data --pre-matriculation through 

alumni
• What experiences and programs shape 

attitudes, engagement, and success?
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Assessing Student Progress & Development
Student Flow Model: Undergraduates

Data Collection and Analysis

Process & Outcomes

Student ID Link Produces Longitudinal/Comphrehensive Files
Combining Survey Results and "Secondary" Data Files (Admissions, Registrar, Financial Aid)

Student Aspirations,
Values, Goals,

Background
Characteristics

Institutional
Environment

(Major, Programs,
etc.)

Social
Engagement

Academic
Engagement

Outcomes
(Satisfaction

Retention-Graduation,
GPA,SkillAcquistions,

etc.)

UMNTC Student Experiences Survey
UMNTC Alumni Surveys

NSSE Undergraduate Survey
SERU Census Experience Survey

Application Form Data
Admitted Student Survey
CIRP Freshmen Survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By merging and comparing survey data throughout the undergraduate years, we are able to identify and isolate important early undergraduate factors and focus on the undergraduate experiences, inside and outside the classroom, that either promote or inhibit student and institutional education, career, and personal goals.  Plan is both cross-sectional (obtaining annual data on different classes of undergraduates) longitudinal (collecting data at different times for the same group of students)The combination of surveys will allow a broad assessment of whether educational and social goals are being met and what experiences and programs are most beneficial in achieving goals.     This graphic helped us greatly with quickly communicating longitudinal design and matching of databases to the general audience.What experiences and programs shape attitudes, engagement, and success?Integration and coordination of survey workLinking data --pre-matriculation through alumniValues, interests, and attitudes of incoming freshmen: 	- Cooperative Institutional Research Program	 (CIRP)Experiences and activities of enrolled students:	- National Survey of Student Engagement - (NSSE)- Student Experiences at Research Universities (SERU) Alumni experiencesRecent graduates (career placement/further education, immediate post-graduation plans)Developing five-year out alumni survey—core item exchanges with AAU



SERU Survey Design
• Census Survey of Undergraduates
• Modular Construction—minimize time needed for completion
• Core Items (100% of participants)
• Modules (1 of 5 randomly assigned to varying % of 

participants)
• Academic Engagement - 20%
• Civic Engagement - 20%
• Global Awareness - 10%
• Student Development - 20%
• “Wild-Card”—UM Specific Questions - 30%
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Presentation Notes
Census: NSSE evolving ---not only institutional level but moves to a program level assessment, but also introduces domain“territorial” issues & managerial issues  (move from IR from central to departmental/program level).Accountability/assessment of learning outcomes (e.g. VSA)“core items” answered by all—first 2 sections of the survey (est. time 15 minutes); Core: items focus on demographics, time use, evaluation of student’s major, satisfaction, campus climate and items related to academic engagement, civic engagement, and student development (self assessment of beginning and current proficiencies in abilities and skills). The remaining modules are divided among students so the survey remains relatively short.Modules: more in-depth items based on the core--focused on specific research areas. (5-10 minutes)“Wild card” module allows us to ask key questions which were part of former surveys (Sr. Exit survey, Student Exp. Survey)—this way we do not loose the longitudinal perspective which allows us to track trends in student responses, at the same time we reduce the number of campus wide surveys we are asking students to complete.



Remaining Challenges

• Delivery of assessment information to programs/department for 
improvement
– Best approach 
– Format/presentation

• Completing the feedback loop at institutional level getting 
evidence back from program and departments
– Technology (local vs. off-the-shelf)
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Remaining Challenges (cont)

• Sustaining Student Survey Response Rates A Major 
Challenge Underlying Success of Assessment Plan
– 40% for 2008 and 2009 NSSE administrations at UMNTC
– Better results publication plan
– Demonstrating role of survey data in informing institutional 

change
– Review of SERU survey interface compared to NSSE

• 40% response rate for NSSE administrations versus 27% for 2009 SERU
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Presentation Notes
Response rates are the most critical factor in the usefulness of survey data. Current—Spring 09-- NSSE administration at 40%We know we need to show students that their responses make a difference:  examples of change:  restructuring of advising in CLA, IT, and CBS; new initiatives on engagement and leadership in CFANS;  elimination of language proficiency exam in CLA. Commuter student initiatives several years ago.And Right now—NSSE data has told us clearly that the transfer student experience is not what we want it to be.  We will be assembling a team to look into this data,  do additional focus group studies with transfers and determine strategies that will result in improved experience and better NSSE results.



More! Remaining Challenges

• Defining IR and Other Student Assessment Campus Roles
– Issue in IR nationally as well as on our campus

• Office of Assessment /Office of IR.  How best to configure functions?

• Integration with Program Assessment Efforts Not 
Completed
– Overall institutional metrics assessment straight forward—

departmental and program assessment roles for IR fluid
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trudy Bers; chapter in New Directions in Higher Education Spring 2008—good description of this intersection of IR and assessment and determining the role of IR



Questions?

• Ronald L. Huesman, Jr.
• Associate Director
• Office of Institutional 

Research
• huesm003@umn.edu
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